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An R package that lets you write 
CSAS documents with R Markdown. 



Why?



Reproducible research.



\section{Introduction} 

Some text about \textit{my species} \citep{smith2016}.

Markdown is nice

# Introduction 

Some text about *my species* [@smith2016].



LaTeX PDF Word .docx

pandoc + 
csasdown



A csasdown 
Family Tree



Markdown 
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bookdown 
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LaTeX



Markdown

Aaron Swartz: 
The Internet's 

Own Boy 
(documentary)

John Gruber: 
Daring Fireball



Your turn

# Install csasdown: 

# install.packages("devtools") 
devtools::install_github("pbs-assess/csasdown")



Starting a new document

rmarkdown::draft( 
  file       = "index.Rmd", 
  template   = "resdoc", 
  package    = "csasdown",  
  create_dir = FALSE,  
  edit       = FALSE 
)

FALSE means add the files HERE



Your turn

1. Create a new RStudio project (File -> New 
Project; new directory; new project; open in new 
session). 

2. Go to: https://github.com/pbs-assess/csasdown 

3. Copy and paste from the readme:  

rmarkdown::draft("index.Rmd", template = "resdoc",  
  package = "csasdown", create_dir = FALSE,  
  edit = FALSE)

https://github.com/pbs-assess/csasdown


Rendering the document

or: 

bookdown::render_book("index.Rmd")

Click the magic button

Must have index.Rmd open!

Must be in project root directory!



Your turn

1. Render the Research Document via button or 
bookdown::render_book("index.Rmd") 

2. Open the PDF from '_book/resdoc.pdf '

On Windows, the font may be wrong until you work 
through Chris's csasdown::add_arial(). 

Don't worry about it for now.



index.Rmd

title: A reproducible data synopsis for over 100 species 
of British Columbia groundfish 
author: | 
  Sean C. Anderson^1^, 
  Elise A. Keppel^1^, and 
  Andrew M. Edwards^1^ 
author_list: Anderson, S.C., Keppel, E.A., Edwards, A.M. 
address: | 
  ^1^Pacific Biological Station\ 
     Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 3190 Hammond Bay Road\ 
     Nanaimo, British Columbia, V9T 6N7, Canada 
year: 2018 
report_number: nnn 
abstract: | 
  The combination of fishery-dependent data... 
output: 
  csasdown::resdoc_pdf 
# csasdown::resdoc_word

\ starts a new line

Pick PDF or .docx



Your turn

1. Edit the author name in index.Rmd 

2. Render the Res Doc. 

3. Switch to .docx (switch the # character). 

4. Render the Res Doc. 

5. Switch back to PDF format.

Warning: the .docx formatting 
is close but not perfect!



Sections

# MY SECTION {#sec:my-section} 

## MY SUBSECTION {#sec:my-subsection} 

### MY SUBSUBSECTION {#sec:my-subsubsection} 

E.g. Section \@ref(sec:my-section)

Only necessary if you want to 
reference the section.



Appendices

At start of my-first-appendix.Rmd: 

`r if(knitr:::is_latex_output()) '\\Appendices'` 

`r if(!knitr:::is_latex_output()) '# (APPENDIX) Appendix {-}'` 

Now,  

# MY APPENDIX {#app:my-appendix} 

E.g. Appendix \@ref(app:my-appendix)

One is for LaTeX, one is for .docx

Only add this before your 
FIRST appendix.



Your turn

1. Add a new section and reference it. 

2. Render the Res Doc. 

3. Add a new appendix and reference it. 

4. Render the Res Doc.



Citing things

In 01-intro.Rmd: 

Blah blah blah [@hart1998]. 

Blah blah [@hart1998; @smith2010]. 

Blah blah blah [e.g., @hart1998]. 

@hart1988 says that ...



Citing things

In refs.bib: 

@book{hart1988, 
  title = {Pacific Fishes of {Canada}}, 
  publisher = {Fisheries Research Board of Canada}, 
  author = {Hart, John Lawson and Clemens, W. A and  
           {Fisheries Research Board of Canada}}, 
  year = {1988}, 
  doi = {doi.org/10.1139/f01-112}, 
}

Extra { } protect capitalization

Citation key can be anything 
you want. 

Pick a format and stick with it.

This is 'BibTeX' format. Google it. Most 
(all?) citation managers will export it.



Your turn

1. Open bib/refs.bib; look at the available 
references. 

2. Open 01-chap1.Rmd and cite [@francis2011]. 

3. Render the Res Doc. 

4. Edit the francis2011 entry in bib/refs.bib. 

5. Render the Res Doc.



_bookdown.yml

book_filename: "resdoc" 
rmd_files: ["index.Rmd", "01-chap1.Rmd",  
  "99-references.Rmd"]

The final document file name. 
Change it if you want.

Don't forget to add new files here.

Also lets you focus on just one section 
(edit as you'd like).



Your turn

1. Create a new .Rmd file. 

2. Add some quick content. 

3. Add the new file to _bookdown.yml. 

4. Render the Res Doc.



Figures

```{r my-fig, fig.cap = "My caption."} 
plot(1:10) 
``` 

Later: 
See Figure \@ref(fig:my-fig).

Lots of extra knitr options possible here .



Tables

```{r my-table, results = "asis"} 
library(csasdown) 
csas_table(df, caption = "My caption") 
``` 

Later: 
See Table \@ref(tab:my-table).

Tells knitr the output is code not text.

This is a light wrapper around knitr::kable().



Equations

\begin{equation} 
  1 + 1 = 2 
  (\#eq:bayes-theorem) 
\end{equation} 

Later: 
Equation \@ref(eq:bayes-theorem). 

*Almost* any valid LaTeX will work. 
Google is your friend.

Only needed if you will reference it.



Referencing things

Figure \@ref(fig:my-figure) 

Table \@ref(tab:my-table) 

Equation \@ref(eq:my-equation) 

Section \@ref(sec:my-section) 

Appendix \@ref(app:my-appendix) 

fig: and tab: get added on the fly

'app:' is a critical prefix; sorry!

LaTeX geeks: csasdown auto-inserts non-breaking spaces

eq: and sec: are not 
necessary but are a Very 

Good Idea.



Your turn
Render the Res Doc as needed: 

1. Add a sentence referencing the plot at the end of 
01-chap1.Rmd 

2. Add a sentence referencing the table at the end of 
01-chap1.Rmd 

3. Run the code in the chunk `maxdelays`. What 
does it produce? (Run the code above first.) 

4. Edit the caption in the last figure. What happens 
if you delete `fig.cap="My caption."` entirely? 
Why?



Venturing out on your own. 

Exercise: build a Res Doc from scratch.



Your turn
1. Start a new RStudio project / folder. 

2. Start a new Res Doc template with rmarkdown::draft(... 

3. Tidy up the .Rmd files to have just index.Rmd, 01-intro.Rmd, 02-
appendix.Rmd, and 99-references.Rmd. Edit _bookdown.yml to 
match this. (Rename, delete files as needed, delete extra text.) 

4. Edit the index.Rmd YAML to reflect your name, affiliation, a new 
title, and a one sentence abstract. 

5. Read in and make a figure with data/flights.csv; reference it. 

6. Make a table with a caption using data/flights.csv; reference it. 

7. Add a basic equation; reference it. 

8. Add Ricker's 'Stock and Recruitment' paper to bib/refs.bib; cite it.

Render early; render often.



Resources

The bookdown Book: 
https://bookdown.org/yihui/bookdown/ 

Pandoc manual: 
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html 

The R Markdown book: 
https://bookdown.org/yihui/rmarkdown 

Knitr book: 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1498716962/ 

Main knitr website: 
https://yihui.name/knitr/

https://bookdown.org/yihui/bookdown/
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html
https://bookdown.org/yihui/rmarkdown
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1498716962/
https://yihui.name/knitr/

